Point 6

NWQC are told we are overallocated. On paper it looks like which is fine when the river flows well. But when it drops the self limiting effect comes to play but the paper shows it looks why the hang up.

Is this a challenge to see if we can bring more water out just to make sure we meet our expectations by law.

We are focused on the new but in 10 years time we are expected to reduce water from 26% to 35% which is now an easy and one limited.

Point 7

Water quality

which we have met and haven’t.

Harder to fulfill more to him.

Point 8

The plan is oversee

plan to be simple to comply with and we need for flexibility if it turns out wrong when put into practice.

We shouldn’t close our minds to other options which may not have been explored yet.
To increase income to cover compliance costs for example I have land on both sides of the Oka River about 5km of riparian.

At the time I conservatively farm that riparian I could however increase production by using nitrogenous fertliser which will require more water which will achieve a higher yield rate which i return will probably have some side affects environmentally.

Our current situation.

It's worse than last year on the springs didn't get any recharge last winter and the river is all but stopped running at our place.

All irrigators are experiencing some self limiting already. Our 63% a sec constant in self limited down to about 33% a sec at a constant rate.

Crops have had most crucial time ahead of them. For our area this means we lost a lot of profit margin as we have yet to crop up with all the inputs working to us. We have taken up irrigation to see us get good reliability now the whole point of it. To mitigate the dry years.
Something worth knowing

Move the commissioner instead to Otane
bogoon.
It's - same only.
Once you've been there why would you go back.
In opoan to the top of the river at
Otane Gorge - a significant geographical
area where lots of camping takes place
in a pristine environment.

Stock Water.

I would like to see our stock water
taken kept totally separate from our
irrigation concepts. In any case -
A part, Animal Health should stand
head and shoulders above all else else.
Then our own drinking water.

I was asked what would I do if we
weren't allowed to take stock drinking water
and I suppose I would have to break the
law as I wouldn't let my stock go without.

Question - can you commission some
directors to be plan before
it's made operable.